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Abstract—Data mining is the most fast growing area today which is used to extract important knowledge from large data collections 

but often these large collections are divided among several parties. Privacy liability may prevent the parties from directly sharing the 

data and also information about the data to the other parties.. In this paper we give a case study of the secure protocol for secure 

mining of association rules in horizontally partitioned databases [1]. The current leading protocol is that of Kantarcioglu and Clifton 

[2] which is also known as UNIFI-KC Protocol. We propose a protocol based on unsecured distributed version of Apriori algorithm 

which is known as Fast Distributed Mining (FDM) algorithm called UNIFI Protocol. The main ingredients in our protocol are two 

novel secure multi-party algorithms -one that computes the union of private subsets that each of the interacting players hold, and 

another that tests the inclusion of an element held by one player in a subset held by another. This proposed system gives enhanced 

version of FDM, which offers enhanced privacy with respect to the protocol in [2] Also, it is more simple and significantly more 

efficient in terms of communication rounds, communication cost and computational cost. 

 

Index Terms– Data Mining, Distributed Computation,FDM, Frequent itemsets, UNIFI-KC Protocol, UNIFI Protocol, Association 

rules. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Secure mining of association rules in horizontally distributed database which are partitioned on several sites (or players) that 

hold homogeneous databases. The goal is to find all frequent itemsets and then association rules with support at least s and 

confidence at least c. During this computation the individual transactions information in the different databases and the 

global information of association rules with their local supports in each site should be protected. This problem is nothing but 

multi-party computation. If there are M players that hold private inputs, and want to perform secure multiparty computation 

they need to depend on trusted third party, in which the players could surrender to him their inputs and he would perform 

computation. Now there is a need for a protocol that the players can run on their own and compute themselves and get 

required output. The protocol for this solution is said to be secure if the individual information is protected. 

2.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

Yao [3] was the first to propose a generic solution for this problem in the case of two players. The goal is to find 

association rules for unified databases .Yoa [3] protocol is only for small inputs and functions. For complex setting other 

methods are needed. 

Kantarcioglu and Clifton devised protocol [2] for this problem. The main part of the protocol is a sub-protocol for the 

secure computation of the union of private subsets that are held by the different players which is the most costly part of the 
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protocol. This implementation relies upon cryptographic primitives such as commutative encryption, oblivious transfer, and 

hash functions. There is leakage of information of the individual player’s. 

We propose an alternative protocol for the secure computation of the union of private subsets. This protocol is more 

efficient than in [2] in terms of simplicity and efficiency as well as privacy. Our protocol does not depend on oblivious 

transfer and commutative encryption. This solution is still not perfectly secure, it leaks information only to a small number 

of possible coalitions, unlike the protocol of [2] that discloses information also to some single players. The excess 

information that our protocol leak is less sensitive than the excess information leaked by the protocol [2].The proposed 

protocol computes a parameterized family of functions calls threshold functions and secure computation of union and 

intersection of private subsets is achieved. Another problem of secure multiparty computation that solve here is the set 

inclusion problem during union and intersection of private subsets. 

3.  PRELIMINARIES 

3.1 Definitions and Notations  

Let us consider a transaction database D with binary matrix of N rows and L columns, where each row is a transaction over 

some set of items, A ={��,.....�� }, and each column represents one of the items in A. The database D is partitioned 

horizontally between M players, denoted��,.....��. Player ��holds partial database�� that contains transactions ��=|��| of 

the transactions in D, 1≤ m≤ M.  The unified database is D =��∪ · · ∪��, and it includes     N :=∑ ��
�
��� transactions. 

For anitemsetX which is subset of A and s be a required support threshold with value between 0 and 1. 

1) Global support supp(X) which is the number of transactions in D that contain it. 

2)  Local support, ����(X), is the number of transactions in ��thatcontain it supp(X) =∑ ����
�
��� (X). 

3) An ItemsetX is called globallys-frequent at D if supp(X) ≥sN. 

4) An itemset X is called locally s-frequent at �� if             ����(X) ≥ s��. 

 For each 1 ≤ k ≤ L, let ��
�denote the set of all k-itemsets that are s-frequent, and  ��

�,�be the set of all k-itemsets 

that are locally s-frequent at��, 1 ≤ m ≤ M. The main computational goal is to achieve for given threshold support s. 

1) The set of all s-frequent itemsets, ��:=⋃ ��
��

��� . 

2) Find all (s, c)-association rules with support atleastsNand confidence at least c.  

 

3.2 The Fast Distributed Mining Algorithm (FDM) 

The protocol [2] and our protocol [1] is based on the Fast Distributed Mining (FDM) algorithm of Cheung et al [4]. FDM is 

unsecured distributed version of the Apriori algorithm. The main goal is to find locally s frequent and proceed to globally s 

frequent.  

 

The FDM algorithm proceeds as follows. 

1. Initialization: It is assumed that the players have already jointly calculated��
���. The goal is to proceed and 

calculate ��
�. 

2. Candidate Sets Generation: Each player ��computes the set of all   (k − 1)-itemsets that are locally frequent in his 

site and also globally frequent; namely,  ��computes the set  ��
���,�

∩ ��
���. He then applies on that set the Apriori 

algorithm in order to generate the set ��
�,�of candidate k-itemsets. 

3. Local Pruning: For each X ∈ ��
�,�, ��computes����(X). He then retains only those itemsets that arelocally s-

frequent.Here denote this collection of itemsetsby ��
�,�. 

4. Unifying the candidate itemsets: Each player broadcasts his ��
�,�and then all players compute 
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��
�:=⋃ ��

�,��
��� . 

5. Computing local supports: All players compute the local supports of all itemsetsin ��
�. 

6. Broadcast Mining Results: Each player broadcasts the local supports that he computed. From that, everyone can 

compute the global support of every itemsetin	��
�. 

 Finally, ��
� is the subset of ��

�that consists of all globally s-frequent k-itemsets. 

When k = 1, in the first iteration the set ��
�,�that the mthplayer computes (Steps 2-3) to find ��

�,� the set ofsingle items that 

are s-frequent in��globally.FDM starts with globally s-frequent single itemsets. It then proceeds to find all 2-itemsets that 

are globallys-frequent, and so on until longest globallys-frequent itemsets. The FDM terminates when next iteration finds no 

s-frequentitemsets globally i.e if length is K and if next the (K+1) iteration finds no (K+1) s-frequentitemsets,then it 

terminates. 

3.4 A Running Example  

Let us consider D be a database of N = 18 transaction itemsets over a set of L = 5 items, A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 

Consider globally database D with N=18 transactions.Setting support s = 1/3, an itemset is s-frequent in D if it issupported 

by at least 6 = sNof its transactions globally.  

D = {12, 12345, 124, 1245, 14, 145, 235, 24, 24, 1234, 134, 23, 234, 2345, 1234, 124, 134, 23} 

First iteration, 

Scan D for count of each candidate in C1 and then prune with minimum support count sN=6 for. L1 i.e.F�
�. 

C1       L1    

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 1 } 
{ 2 } 
{ 3 } 
{ 4 } 
{ 5 } 

11 
14 
10 
14 
5 

 

From L1perform L1 join L1 operation to get Candidate Frequent 2 itemset C2. Now scan D for support count and then 

perform prune step with minimum support sN = 6 and get Frequent 2 itemset L2 i.e.F�
� 

C2   L2   

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 12 } 
{ 13 } 
{ 14 } 
{ 23 } 
{ 24 } 
{ 34 } 

7 
5 
10 
8 
10 
7 

 

From L2perform L2 join L2 operation to get Candidate Frequent 3 itemset C3. One join is Join {12} with {14}, and  

another join Join is {23} with {24}. 

The Join operation is done with first same letter of itemset 

in the two frequent itemset. 

Join Operation 

Itemset Supp Count 

Join {12} with {14} 
 

Join {23} with {24} 
 

{ 124 } 
 

{ 234 } 
 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 1 } 
{ 2 } 
{ 3 } 
{ 4 } 

11 
14 
10 
14 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 12 } 
{ 14 } 
{ 23 } 
{ 24 } 
{ 34 } 

7 
10 
8 
10 
7 
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Both itemset {124} and {234} satisfies Apriori property. 

Apriori property: All nonempty subsets of a frequent itemset must also be frequent. 

Now scan D for support count and then perform prune step with minimum support sN = 6 and get Frequent 3 

itemset L3 i.e.F�
� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, we calculate globally 

F�
�= {1, 2, 3, 4}F�

�= {12, 14, 23, 24, 34} 

F�
�= {124}F�

�= F�
�=∅, 

AndF�		= F�
� ∪ F�

� ∪ F�
� 

Database D when partitioned over M=3 players M1, M2, M3 with databases D1, D2, D3 respectively and considering 

support s= 1/3. Corresponding partial databases are  

D1 = {12, 12345, 124, 1245, 14, 145, 235, 24, 24} 

D2 = {1234, 134, 23, 234, 2345} 

D3 = {1234, 124, 134, 23}. 

D1 hasN1 = 9, D2 hasN2 = 5,D3 has N3 = 4 transactions.  

In the first round of the FDM algorithm, the three players compute the setsC�
�,!of all 1-itemsets that are locally frequent at 

their partial databases. 

At player P1 we calculate C�
�,� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C�
�,�= {1, 2, 4, 5} 

At player P2 we calculateC�
�,� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	C�
�,�= {1, 2, 3, 4} 

At player P3 we calculate C�
�,� 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 124 } 

{ 234 } 
6 

5 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 124 } 6 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 1 } 

{ 2 } 

{ 3 } 

{ 4 } 

{ 5 } 

6 

7 

2 

7 

4 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 1 } 

{ 2 } 

{ 4 } 

{ 5 } 

6 

7 

7 

4 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 1 } 

{ 2 } 

{ 3 } 

{ 4 } 

{ 5 } 

2 

4 

5 

4 

1 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 1 } 

{ 2 } 

{ 3 } 

{ 4 } 

2 

4 

5 

4 
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C�
�,�= {1, 2, 3, 4} 

Consequently, all 1-itemsets have to be checked for being globally frequent; then that check reveals that the subset of 

globally s-frequent1-itemsets is F�
�= {1, 2, 3, 4}. 

In the second round, the candidate itemsets are: 

At player P1 we calculate C�
�,� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In above table even though set { 25 } and { 45 } has needed support , eliminated because { 5 } is not globally frequent  

At player P2 we calculate C�
�,� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

At player P3 we calculate C�
�,� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

��
�,�={12, 14, 24} 

C�
�,�= {13, 14, 23, 24, 34} 

C�
�,�= {12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34} 

Hence,  ��
�= {12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34}.  Then, after verifying global frequency, left with  ��

�= {12, 14, 23, 24, 34}. 

In the third round, the candidate itemsets are: 

��
�,�= {124},C�

�,�= {234},C�
�,�= {124} 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 1 } 

{ 2 } 

{ 3 } 

{ 4 } 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 1 } 

{ 2 } 

{ 3 } 

{ 4 } 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 12 } 

{ 14 } 

{ 15 } 

{ 24 } 

{ 25 }  

{ 45} 

4 

5 

3 

5 

3 

3 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 12 } 

{ 14 } 

{ 24 } 

4 

5 

5 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 12 } 

{ 13 } 

{ 14 } 

{ 23 } 

{ 24 } 

{ 34 } 

1 

2 

2 

4 

3 

4 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 13 } 

{ 14 } 

{ 23 } 

{ 24 } 

{ 34 } 

2 

2 

4 

3 

4 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 12} 

{ 13 } 

{ 14 } 

{ 23 } 

{ 24 } 

{ 34 } 

2 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

Itemset Supp Count 

{ 12} 

{ 13 } 

{ 14 } 

{ 23 } 

{ 24 } 

{ 34 } 

2 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 
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So, C�
�= {124, 234} and, then, F�

�= {124}. There are no more frequent itemsets. 

��
�,�=∅ ,C�

�,�= ∅,C�
�,�=∅ 

From these, globally frequent itemsets generated 

F�
�= {1, 2, 3, 4},F�

�= {12, 14, 23, 24, 3}, F�
�= {124} 

Association rules are generated and their rule supports and confidence are calculated and then comparedto threshold support 

and threshold confidence and finally (s, c) association rules are generated. 

3.5 Overview and Organization of the Paper 

The FDM algorithm violates privacy in two stages:  

1) In Step4, where the players broadcast the itemsets that are locally frequent in their private databases, 

2) In Step 6, where they broadcast the sizes of the local supports of candidate itemsets.  

To this problem Kantarcioglu and Clifton [2] proposed secure implementation of those two steps. Our protocol is 

secure implementation of Step 4. First we describe Kantarcioglu and Clifton’s secure implementation of Step 4 and then our 

Threshold-Cprotocol. Then finally remaining steps, identification of itemsets that are globally s frequent, and then the 

derivation of all (s, c)-association rules. 

 4.  SECURE COMPUTAION OF ALL LOCALLY FREQUENT ITMESETS 

Here we discuss the secure implementation of Step 4 in the FDM algorithm, namely, the secure computation of the union 

��
�=⋃ ��

�,��
��� . 

4.1 The protocol of kantarcioglu and clifton for the secure computation of all locally frequent itemsets. 

The protocol given by Kantarcioglu and Clifton [2] for computing the unified list of all locally frequent itemsets, 

��
�=⋃ ��

�,��
���  is called protocol UNIFI-KC (Unifying lists of locally Frequent Itemsets — Kantarcioglu and Clifton). 

Let Ap(��
���) is set of all candidate k-itemsets that the Apriori algorithm generates from ��

���. At initial each player  

��hold a  collection ��
�,�1 ≤ m ≤ M, as defined in Steps 2-3 of the FDM algorithmwhich are all subsets of Ap(��

���) .Now 

they perform union and find��
�=⋃ ��

�,��
���  ,then compare to globally and generate��

�. First Taking	��
"={∅} each players 

compute all s-frequent 1-itemsets ��
�where k=1. In the next iteration they compute all s-frequent 2-itemsets��

�, and so forth, 

until the first k ≤ L in which they find no s-frequent k-itemsets.Finally the players find full set��:=⋃ ��
��

��� of all globally  s-

frequent itemsets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Player1 Player2 Player3 

Candidate Set 
Generation 

Initialization 

Local Pruning 
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Going back to the running exampleFirst taking		��
"= {∅}, when Apriori algorithm is applied, we find that 1-

candidate itemsetsAp(��
")={1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.Therefore,each of the three players proceed to look for 3-itemsets from Ap(��

") that 

are locally s-frequent in his partial database. Since  ��
�,�= {1, 2, 4, 5}, ��will hash and encrypt the itemsetsand will add to it 

one fake itemset, since |Ap(��
")| = 5.As ��

�,�= {1, 2, 3, 4}and��
�,�={1, 2, 3, 4}also �� and  ��will each use one fake itemset. 

At the completion of the protocol, the three players will conclude that C�
�= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Then, by applying the protocol we 

will find out that only the first four these five candidate itemsets is globally frequent, therefore��
�= {1, 2, 3, 4}. 

Similarly, as Ap(��
�) = {12,13,14,23,24,34} and |Ap(��

�)| = 6 

��
�,�= {12, 14, 24}��will hash and encrypt itemsetsand add three fake item also��

�,�= {13, 14, 23, 24, 34} and��
�,�= {12, 13, 

14, 23, 24, 34}, also �� and  ��will each use one fake itemset at end  ��
�= {12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34}and��

�= {12, 14, 23, 24, 

34}. 

Similarly, as Ap(��
�) = {124, 234} and |Ap(��

�)| = 2 

��
�,�= {124}��will hash and encrypt and  add one fake itemand��

�,�= {234} also��
�,�= {124}, also �� and  ��will each use one 

fake itemset at end ��
�= {124, 234} and ��

�= {124}. 

 

4.2 A secure multiparty protocol for computing the OR of private binary vectors 

The problem of secure computation of the union of private subsets of some publicly known ground set (Ap(��
���)) by 

UNIFI-KC is equivalent to the problem of computing the OR of private vectors. Consider a ground set Ω = {#�, . ..#$}, then 

any subset B of Ω may be described by the characteristic binary vector b = (%�, . . . , %$) ∈ &�
$ where %'= 1 if and onlyif  

#' ∈B. If we take abinary vector%� that characterizes theprivate subset held by player ��, 1 ≤ m ≤ M,then the OR of 

thoseprivate vectors, b :=⋁ %�
�
���  is the implementation of union of the private subsets.Using this we propose a protocol 

which is much simpler than Protocol UNIFI-KCand employs less cryptographic primitives called THRESHOLD. This 

protocolcomputes a wider range of functions called threshold functions. 

 

Protocol 2 (THRESHOLD) Secure computation of the t-threshold function 

1. Firstlyeach player chooses the random shares in input binary vector and sends the consequent share to all other players. 

2. Each player calculates the slby adding the shares and sends to��. 

3. P1calculates s by adding all the slof M-1 players. 

4. Players �� and ��hold additive shares of the sum vector i.e. ��has s, �� has sM 

5. If (s(i) + ��(i)) mod (M + 1) < t set b(i) = 0 otherwise set b(i) = 1 

Unifying 
candidate itemset 

Computing Local 
Support 

Encryption 

Merging ItemSets 

Broadcast Mining 
Results 

Decryption 
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The Output is OR of each player binary vector 

b :=⋁ %�
�
���   ie. b = (b(1), . . . , b(n)). 

Step 5 is the secure verification of inequality where s(i) is known only to �� while the set Θ(i) is known only to �� . The 

problem of verifying the set inclusion in step 5 can be seen as a simplified version of the privacy preserving keyword search, 

which was solved by Freedman et al [5] and also  this case is equal to problem of oblivious string comparison, a problem that 

was solved by[6]. However, or problem is where M >2, there is no need to invoke neither of the protocols.This is done by 

protocol 3 (SETINC) where each semi-honest player can perform the inclusion. 

Protocol SetInc included three players: P1 has a vectors of elements in some ground set Ω, PM has a vector Θ of subsets of 

that ground set and the required output is vector b that describes the consequent set inclusions in the following b(i) = 0 if s(i) 

∈Θ(i) and b(i) = 1 if s(i) ∉ Θ(i), 1 ≤ i≤ n.This implementation in the protocol includes a third player P2. 

Protocol 3 (SETINC) Set Inclusion computation 

1. Players �� and ��agree on a keyed hash function (e.g., HMAC [7]), and a corresponding secret key K. 

2. Player �� converts his sequence of elementss into corresponding signaturess′, where s′ is the keyed hash function of s and 

��does similar conversionsto the subsetswhich that he holds to Θ′. 

3.��sends to ��  the vector s′ and ��sends to �� the vector Θ′ in which each Θ(i) is randomly permuted. 

4. For all 1 ≤ i≤ n, �� sets b(i) = 0 if s′(i) ∈Θ′(i) and b(i) = 1 otherwise. 

5.��broadcasts the vector b = (b(1), . . . , b(n)). 

         The verifications of the inequalities in Steps 5 of ProtocolTHRESHOLD are carried out by Protocol SETINC.  

 

The combination of Protocols THRESHOLD and SETINC is referred as Protocol THRESHOLD-C which we use in 

our proposed protocol UNIFI [1]. 

 

4.3 An improved protocol for the secure computation of all locally frequent itemsets 

By applying Apriori algorithm on set of all globally frequent   (k − 1)-itemsetsdenoted by ��
���i.e Ap(��

���) will generate the 

set of k-itemsets. All players can compute the itemsetsAp(��
���) and decide on  ordering of it. The sets ��

�,�(1 ≤ m ≤ M), that 

are locally frequent k-itemsetsare subsets of  Ap(��
���).These��

�,� may be encoded as binary vectors of length *�:= 

|Ap(��
���)|. The binary vector that encodes the union��

�:=⋃ ��
�,��

��� is the OR of the vectors that encode the sets ��
�,�,  1 ≤ 

m ≤ M. This union is done by using the protocol THRESHOLD-C on their each player binary input vectors which is 

summarised in UNIFI protocol. 

 

Protocol 4 (UNIFI) Unifying lists of locally Frequent Itemsets 

Input: Each player��has an input subset ��
�,�

⊆Ap(��
���), 1 ≤ m ≤ M. 

Output:��
�:=⋃ ��

�,��
��� . 

1: Each player ��encodes his subset ��
�,�as a binaryvector   %�of length *�= |Ap(��

���)|, in accord  with the  agreed 

ordering of   Ap(��
���). 

2: The players invoke Protocol THRESHOLD-C to compute b = ,�(%�, . . . , %�) = ⋁ %�
�
��� i.e OR of bm. 

3: ��
�is the subset of  Ap(��

���) that is described by b. 

 

In the running example ��
�= {12, 14, 23, 24, 34} and            Ap(��

�) = {124, 234}. The private sets of locally frequent 

itemsets are��
�,�= {124}, ��

�,�= {234}, and ��
�,�= {124}. Those private sets will be encoded as      %� = (1, 0), %� = (0, 1), and 

%� = (1, 0). The OR of these vectors is                            b=(1, 1) and, therefore, ��
�= {124, 234}. 
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5. IDENTIFYING ALL (S, C)-ASSOCIATION RULES 

After finding the Fs all s-frequent item sets, we start to look for all (s, c)-association rules that means support is at least sN 

and confidence is at least c. Now we declare s greater than a user-specified support known as minimum support or threshold 

support and ac greater than a user-specified confidence known as minimum confidence or threshold confidence. The support 

of a rule is defined as, supp(X) = number of transactions that contain X / total Number of Transactions. 

For X, Y ∈ ��, where X ∩ Y =∅ , the corresponding association rule X →Y has confidence at least c if and only if  supp(X ∪Y 

)/supp(X) ≥ c, or, equivalently,�-,.:=∑ (����(0 ∪ 1	) − 4 · ����(0))	
�
��� ≥ 0  …..(10) 

          Since |�-,.| ≤ N, then by taking q = 2N+1, the players generate all candidate association rules and verify all inequality 

in parallel. 

            First find all (s, c)-rules with 1-consequents; namely, all (s, c)-rules    X →Y with a consequent Yof size 1 and find 

rules for all frequent itemsets.The associationrule X  →Y  that corresponds to such a given partition  Z = X ∪Y is tested to see 

whether it satisfies inequality .Test all those candidate rules in parallel and at the end get the full list of all (s, c)-rules with           

1-consequents and  j-consequents for all 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ − . Hence, may create all candidate rules with ℓ-consequents and test them 

against inequality in parallel.  

However, the above procedure may be continued until all candidate association rules, with no upper bounds on the 

consequent size, are found 

Taking threshold support s=1/3 and threshold confidence c=1/2 we have 14 Association rules  

{4} =>{3} (support: 38.89%, confidence: 50%) 

{3} => {4} (support: 38.89%, confidence: 70%) 

{4} =>{2} (support: 55.56%, confidence: 71.43%) 

{2} => {4} (support: 55.56%, confidence: 71.43%) 

{3} => {2} (support: 44.44%, confidence: 80%) 

{2} => {3} (support: 44.44%, confidence: 57.14%) 

{4} => {1} (support: 55.56%, confidence: 71.43%) 

{1} => {4} (support: 55.56%, confidence: 90.91%) 

{2} => {1} (support: 38.89%, confidence: 50%) 

{1} => {2} (support: 38.89%, confidence: 63.64%) 

{1} => {4, 2} (support: 33.33%, confidence: 54.55%) 

{2, 1} => {4} (support: 33.33%, confidence: 85.71%) 

{4, 1} => {2} (support: 33.33%, confidence: 60%) 

{4, 2} => {1} (support: 33.33%, confidence: 60%) 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

We proposed a protocol for secure mining of association rules in horizontally partitioned databases that improves 

significantlyupon the current leading protocol in terms ofprivacy and efficiency. One of the main ingredients in theproposed 

protocol is a novel secure multi-party protocol forcomputing the union (or intersection) of private subsets thateach of the 

interacting players holds. Another ingredient is aprotocol that tests the inclusion of an element held by oneplayer in a subset 

held by another. Those protocols exploit thefact that the underlying problem is of interest only when thenumber of players is 

greater than two. 

          The protocol suggests that, to devise an efficient protocol for inequality verifications that uses the existence of a semi 

honest third party. Such a protocol might enable to further improve upon the communication and computational costs of the 
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second and third stages of the protocol. Other research problems that this study suggests is the implementation of the 

techniques presented here to the problem of distributed association rule mining in the vertical setting , the problem of mining 

generalized association rules, and the problem of subgroup discovery in horizontally partitioned data . 
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